Experts and performance in histopathology--a study in breast pathology.
This study was undertaken to determine if it was possible to identify expertise within Histopathologists (trainees, district general pathologists and pathologists with a special interest in breast disease) using an objective measure of performance. The method of assessment of performance is based on the CWS (Cochran-Weiss-Shanteau) ratio formed by the individual's ability to discriminate between a spectrum of disease categories and their level of inconsistency when assessed at intervals. The slides circulated represented the spectrum of breast disease seen in routine practice. The results demonstrated the average CWS ratio to be lowest in trainees and highest in pathologists with a special interest in breast pathology although there was no statistical difference in the CWS scores obtained between the district general pathologists and pathologists with a special interest. Differences in inconsistency rather than discriminatory ability mainly accounted for the difference in the CWS ratio observed between the groups studied. The study shows that the CWS ratio is potentially a very useful tool in the assessment of pathologists with regard to assessing their progress through training.